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Stabbing Westward

Inside You by Stabbing Westward

Tabbed by Dave Bloom

mizar_alcor@yahoo.com

  One of my favorites on the WBB+P album along with
         Sleep and Crushing Me.  This is by far the
         easiest song to play on the record.  But is
         so unbelievably well done its genius.  It
         consists of only four chords towards the end
         of the song.  The rest is just keyboard and
         synthesizer effects.

Standard Tuning

 E
 A
 D
 G
 B
 E

The chords are
        | B | C#| D | E |
        |---|---|---|---|
        |-4-|-6-|-7-|-9-|
        |-4-|-6-|-7-|-9-|
        |-4-|-6-|-7-|-9-|
        |-2-|-4-|-5-|-7-|
        |---|---|---|---|

  I feel your lips

  I taste your skin

  I need to know

  I need to feel you from within

  As your blood burns through my skin

  I feel complete

  I breathe you in

  It s where you end and I begin



  If only I could stay here...  forever

  So much to tell you

  So much to give you

  So much to confide

  Now that i m inside you

  We are flesh ( we are flesh)

  We are one (we are one)

  So why do I feel so much guilt

  For what i ve done

  As your blood burns through my skin

  I feel release

  I breathe you in (breathe you in)

  It s where you end and I begin ( I begin)

  If only I could stay here...  forever

  So much to tell you

  So much to give you

  So much to confide
                     B   C#   D
  Now that i m inside

 E                  B   C#   D
  Now that i m inside

 E                     B
  Now that i m inside you

  C#
  Inside you

  D
  Inside you

  E
  Inside you

  B



  Inside you

  C#
  Inside you

  D
  Inside you

  E
  Inside you

  B   C#   D    E

  B   C#   D    E

  So much to teach me (outside you)

  So much to show me (outside you)

  So much to give me (outside you)

  So much to tell me (outside you)

  So much to teach me (outside you)

  So much to show me (outside you)

  So much to give me (outside you)

  So much to tell me (outside you)


